
644 NOTES 

(Rev 1) entitled "Draft Antarctic Spec~ally Managed Ared and visited the meeting venue and addressed the 
(ASMA) Management Plan for the Larsemann H~lls, East delegates 
Antarctica (jointly by Australia, China and Russian 
Federation), referred to information Paper # 80, submitted Natlonal Centre for Alztarctlc and N K I ~ A H F  
under Agenda Item 4a, details on the proposed srte for the Ocean Research Departnzelzt of Ocean 
new Indian research base, located in the Larsernann Hills Development, Headland Sada, 

HIS Majesty King Carl Gustaf (King of Sweden) Vasco-da Guma - 403 804, Goa 
showed personal and keen Interest in the 28th ATCM Enzuzl izkhare@ncaororg 

REDUCTION OF GRAVITY AND MAGNETIC DATA 

We have contended that Bouguer and magnetic 
anomalles are proportional to vertrcal gradient of gravlty 
and rnagnettc fields (Kesavaml et a1 2005, Jour Geol Soc 

Indla, v 66, pp 510-511) They only Indicate the variations 
In density and magnetrzation respectively but not the mass 
dlstrlbution The primary requisite for comparison of any 
data is that it should be on a horizontal plane It is also 
mandatory that the signatures of the anomaltes should 
not change at drfferent levels 

As the measured field in VG, SG, FA and BA are all 
station anornalles and the measured field is the vertical 
differences between un-even ground surface and even geold 
level, these anomalies may be brought to a common datum 
in free alr or mean sea level / geoid level The free air 
correction factor (FC) can be used to brlng the statlon 
anomalies on to a common datum In fi-ee air If the FC is 
used as a correct~on factor for the tncrease In helght and 
added to the station anomahes, all the anomalies show similar 
srgnatures as that obtained in VG, showing the inverse 
relationsh~p with height That is, they are proportional to 
vertical gradlent anomalies This is exactly what we observe 
In gentle undulat~ng and plaln areas However, if the FC 1s 
used as upward cont~nuation and the correction is subtracted, 
because of the decrease of natural vertical gradlent wrth 
he~ght, all the anomalles show simllar signatures as obtained 
In SG, revealing the mass distribution 

As the measured field IS the vertrcal drfferences, by 
loglc, the data on even datum would be a mirror reflectron 
of the uneven surface anomalies That IS, the observed 
data on the uneven surface equals to inverse or negatlve of 
the measured field on the even surface The VG and SG 

at geoid level are equal to negative of VG and SG on the 
ground surface Thus, station level VG is equal to geo~d 
level SG Srmrlarly, station level SG is equal to geoid level 
VG which is the true gravity field on the geo~d However, 
the FA and BA anomalies have to be brought on to one 
horizontal plane before transferring the data on to geo~d 
because of the change in s~gnatures due to elevat~on The 
even datum anomalies in free air are slrn~lar to that obta~ned 
on geord level wrthout any change In signatures We observe 
that the VG at station level is less compared to VG at Geoid 
level However, SG at geold levei is less than the SG at 
statton level because the mass above the geold is removed 
The vertacal gradrent anomaly due to the topography above 
mean sea level ie , the drfference between the VG at statlon 
level and the geoid level is equal to twlce of VG S~rnilarly 
the difference of SG between the statlon level and geo~d 
level rs tw~ce that of SG 

For calculation of the geoid height, the transferred 
VG and SG anomalies on the geoid which are different 
from the free-air and Bouguer anomalies should be used 
By analogy, the magnetic data can also be reduced to 
geold level or in free air These prelrmlnary observations 
may have far reachlng irnpl~cdtions and further research 
may help minrmize the ambiguities in the gravity 
and magnetlc exploratron from data collect~on to 
interpretation 
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